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ABSTRACT 

An automated system is described for the sensor-based precision docking and 
manipulation of large objects. Past work in the remote handling of large nuclear 
waste containers is extensible to the problems associated with the handling of large 
objects such as coils of flat steel in industry. Computer vision and ultrasonic 
proximity sensing as described here are used to control the precision docking of large 
objects, and swing damped motion control of overhead cranes is used to control the 
position of the pick up device and suspended payload during movement. Real-time 
sensor processing and model-based control are used to accurately position payloads. 

INTRODUCTION 

Sensor-based programmable robots have potential for speeding remote manipulation 
operations while protecting operators and the environment. While much of the early 
technology was developed to enable removal of workers from hazardous 
environments in nuclear waste applications, the problem of damage-free pick up and 
movement of large coils is common in the steel industry. In both situations large 
objects must be approached safely, engaged with a gripper, lifted and then moved by an 
operator remote from the work piece. Typically, motions are slow when guided by an 
operator remote from the object being manipulated. 
collisions of such remotely manipulated objects with their environment increase the 
hazards associated with large materials handling operations. This paper describes 
non-contact and contact sensing modalities together with computing environments 
for the control of robotic systems for the sensor-based precision docking of large 
payloads'. Sandia patented swing damped overhead crane control technologies are 
also discussed*. Swing free crane control allows sensor-based docking techniques to be 
applied to the conventional bridge cranes commonly found in the steel industry. 

In addition, inadvertent 

The sensor technology and intelligent control discussed in this paper apply to the 
remote manipulation of large objects in imprecisely defined environments. Initial 
applications motivating this work include the cleanup of hazardous wastes, remote 
assembly in hazardous or inaccessible environments, and mating of large hazardous 
waste containers with remote processing and storage facilities3. The desire for 
increased throughput in more conventional environments such as the steel industry 
has stimulated further adaptation of these technologies. Because of the large masses 
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involved, force control and the use of mechanical compliance may not be feasible 
during docking in which damage-free operation is of paramount importance. In fact, 
system criteria may require precise docking without contact between the mating 
objects. Due to the coordinated motions required for docking, remote manual control 
is frequently incapable of performing precision docking tasks without collision. 
Automated sensor-based docking is important, not only for safety, but to increase the 
speed of such operations. 

A complementary technology to sensor based docking is swing-damped crane control. 
This technology was developed at Sandia National Laboratories and embeds 
mathematical models of the pendulum motion of cable suspended payloads into the 
crane controller to generate acceleration profiles which automatically eliminate 
payload swing. Thus, as an operator commands bridge movements the motor 
controllers accelerate the bridge so that no swinging of the payload results. This 
technology is critical for completing collision free docking operations with, for 
example, a coil of flat steel. As the docking sensors command bridge movements to 
achieve collision free alignment of the gripper and the coil, it is important that swing 
free control be employed so that the position of the coil gripper is well defined. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS 

This paper describes two core technologies developed at Sandia National Laboratories 
which, when coupled together, enable the rapid handling of steel coils with 
conventional overhead crane technology. 
described separately and then a discussion of how they might be combined to facilitate 
steel coil handling in industrial situations will be presented. 

The two experimental systems will be 

A. Sensor-Based Docking 

The experimental apparatus used to develop docking algorithms is shown in Figure 1. 
The payload cylinder weighed about 70 kg, had a diameter of 1 m, and contained the 
sensors and multiprocessor computer system to continuously monitor and control the 
motion of the payload during docking. The docking bay shown in Figure 1 is the part 
to which the payload is mated during docking. The cavity in the bay was 6 cm larger 
(diameter) than the outer diameter of the payload. The cavity contains a "floor" 14 cm 
from the top which supports the test payload after docking is achieved. Two side 
wings on the bay hold targets to assist the vision system. The bay may be arbitrarily 
positioned in translation and rotation, relative to the test payload, and the intelligent 
docking system can still locate and successfully complete high tolerance docking 
maneuvers. 



The docking experiments were carried out using a Cimcorp XR6100 gantry robot. The 
robot serves to simulate the function of the payload transporter system, and provides 
six degrees of freedom required for completely evaluating the docking algorithms for 
robustness to variations in position and orientation. A force/torque sensor is attached 
between the robot arm and the test payload to allow force measurement and servo 
control during in-contact operations. 

Multiple sensors and systems were employed for experimental purposes. Ultrasonics 
and computer vision were the two primary sensor systems used during algorithm 
development. Computer vision is used to automatically position the payload to 
within k5 mm in 2D. The ultrasonic sensors allow high precision servo controlled 
docking and 3D information, once the target location can be "seen" by sensors. It is 
important to position the payload coarsely prior to use of precision sensors such as the 
ultrasonic sensors, due to their limited field of view. Remote video monitors are used 
to help the operator verify that the system is functioning correctly. 



The high frequency ultrasonics sensors used a single piezoelectric transducer (Massa 
Products Corp., Model E201A/215) as both the transmitter and receiver. At the 
beginning of a cycle, the sensor transmits a burst of acoustic energy at 215 kHz, and 
then switches to receive mode after 0.5 msec. When an echo is received, the time-of- 
flight yields the target range. The range resolution is on the order of 0.1 mm; accuracy 
is approximately 1% with calibration. The ultrasonic beam width is +5O, which 
requires that target surface normals be within 5" of the beam propagation direction to 
be detected. A custom-designed ultrasonic control unit was developed to control and 
interface the ultrasonic sensors to a digital computer. Active damping of the 
transmitter was used4 to reduce the minimum sensor range to 10 cm. Maximum 
sensor range was approximately 60 cm. Other ultrasonic transducers may be used in 
order to tailor the measurement parameters (range, resolution, and beam divergence) 
to the intended target. 

Six of the ultrasonic sensors were placed around the circumference of the test payload, 
pointing downward, to measure height from the docking bay. Six other sensors were 
positioned to measure range radially with respect to the center of the cylindrical test 
payload to control horizontal positioning during insertion of the payload into the 
passive bay. The down- and side-looking sensors were assembled in pairs. Two 
additional ultrasonic sensors are used for real-time calibration to account for 
temperature, pressure and humidity effects. The current ultrasonic velocity is 
continuously measured and updated by timing echoes from fixed distance targets. 

Algorithms were developed to compute range from all 16 sensors at 80 Hz. In 
addition, a number of derived quality measures of the data are also computed at 80 Hz, 
including the instantaneous target velocity relative to the sensor, whether an echo 
pulse is available, whether the sensor range is within specified limits, etc. Thus, each 
sensor generates range and status information for use by higher level software. 

In another application, ultrasonic sensors were employed to automate the remote 
positioning of a cutting tool around pipes in hazardous storage tanks5. In this 
application, a high pressure hydraulic shear was used to cut up to 6 inch schedule 40 
pipe. An operator coarsely positioned the cutter using remote control. After coarse 
positioning, the ultrasonic sensors accurately located the position of the pipe in 3D and 
then using servo control performed the cutter docking operation. Sensor-based 
docking of the cutter with the pipe was critical so that all of the force went into 
shearing the pipe. Any off-normal forces would have damaged the tool and/or the 
tank structure supporting the pipe. 

Ultrasonic sensing is just one of many sensing modalities which provide range 
information. Approaches such as structured lighting, while developed initially for 
mapping large areas such as rooms5, have advanced rapidly to the point where they 
are being used for precision geometry mapping. High speed structured lighting 
systems are now available which can develop accurate 3D maps of large objects such as 
steel coils in seconds. Whatever the sensing modality, precision geometry and range 
information enable collision free docking if coupled to an accurate positioning device. 



B. SWING FREE CRANE CONTROL 

Figure 2 is a diagram of a generalized bridge crane transportation system under 
consideration. The transporting device moves in a horizontal direction (normal to 
gravity) while the simply suspended payload is free to oscillate about the pivot point 0 
on the bridge. However, if the moving pivot point 0 undergoes an appropriate 
acceleration profile, the simply-suspended payload will exhibit an oscillation-damped 
transport and an oscillation-damped stop. 
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Figure 2. Diagram of Transportation System 

Figure 3 shows one acceleration profile for the bridge that can result in an oscillation- 
free trajectory for a simply-suspended object initially at rest. Point 0 has constant 
acceleration for time ta. After time ta, point 0 moves at an intermediate constant 
velocity for time T. At tirne (ta -I- T) point 0 accelerates again with constant 
acceleration for time ta. When T is selected such that the oscillation imposed on the 
object due to the second duration of acceleration is 180 degrees out of phase with the 
initial oscillation of the swinging object, the suspended payload will move at constant 
velocity (during Tm) without oscillation. After an arbitrary length of time (Tm), 
applying the same procedure for deceleration results in an oscillation-damped stop of 
the object. Thus, the objective is to determine the value of T (parameterized with 
respect to ta) which yields oscillation-damped movement. Phenomenologically T is 
essentially a multiple of the period of pendulum motion for the suspended payload. 
Jones2 presents a complete mathematical treatment accounting for nonlinear affects. 



Suffice it to say here that swing free control can be implemented and has been 
demonstrated in various applications. 
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Figure 3. A Constant Acceleration Profile for an Oscillation Damped Trajectory 

APPLICATION TO STEEL COIL HANDLING 

Although the technologies described above were developed to assist in the handling of 
large casks in the nuclear industry, the availability of high performance, low cost 
computing opens up new application opportunities in more conventional settings. In 
a sense, applicability is now more a matter of economic feasibility than being restricted 
to enabling safe operations in hazardous radiological environments. 

For handling large steel coils, a customized gripper would include sensor modalities 
that would allow automated, damage-free pickup of coils using a bridge crane. For 
example, the gripper could include a small video camera and embedded ultrasonic 
transducers for precisely mating the gripper to the coil's core for pickup. The camera 
could be used initially by an operator for coarse guidance of the tool prior to coil 
pickup. Ultrasonic sensors would automate the gripper mating operation through 
range feedback to the gripper motion controller. For successful sensor-based motion 
control, precise control of the motion is required. Use of the swing free crane control 
would be an important element of the precision docking. 

An added advantage of the use of swing free crane control is that crane speed could be 
significantly increased during non-docking operations. The pickup gripper could be , 



moved across a large warehouse at high speed. After payload pickup, the delivery 
speed could again be increased; yet the payload could be brought to a controlled, rapid 
stop for safe setdown at the destination. Increased speed of the bridge crane during 
transit greatly increases the utilization of this expensive capital resource. 
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